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Abstract

The scarcity of comprehensive, high-quality
Question-Answering (QA) datasets in low-
resource languages has greatly limited the
progress of research on QA for these lan-
guages. This has inspired research on
Question-Answer Generation (QAG) which
seeks to synthetically generate QA pairs and
minimize the human effort required to com-
pile labeled datasets. In this paper, we
present the first QAG pipeline for the Ben-
gali language, which consists of an answer
span extraction model, a question genera-
tion model, and roundtrip consistency filter-
ing to discard inconsistent QA pairs. To train
our QAG pipeline, we translate SQuAD1.1
and SQuAD2.0 using the state-of-the-art
NLLB machine translation model and accu-
rately mark the answer spans using a novel
embedding-based answer alignment algorithm
to construct two Bengali QA datasets that we
show are superior to the only two existing
machine-translated datasets in terms of qual-
ity and quantity. We use our QAG pipeline
to generate more than 170,000 QA pairs
to build BanglaQA, a synthetic QA dataset
from 16,000 Bengali news articles spanning
5 different news categories. We demonstrate
the quality of BanglaQA by human evalu-
ation on a variety of metrics. The best-
performing model among several baselines on
our dataset achieves an F1 score of 86.14
falling behind human performance of 95.72
F1. Our codebase and curated datasets are
publicly available at https://github.com/
shihabshahriar16/BengaliQAG.git.

1 Introduction

Pretrained language models such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2020) etc. have
shown performance comparable to human agents
on the Natural Language Processing (NLP) task
of Question Answering (QA). However, this per-
formance has been recorded in the case of well-

Given Context 

১৬-২০ �সে��র ঢাকায় হেব এএফিস অনূ� �-১৬ ফুটবেলর

বাছাইপব �।  এেত অংশ িনেত সবার আেগ ঢাকায় আসেছ �সৗিদ

আরব যুব দল। আজ দুপুেরর �াইেট ঢাকায় নামেব দল�ট।

এরপর ১৪ �সে��র ঢাকায় আসেব সংযু� আরব আিমরাত।

ট�ন �ােমে�র �াগিতক িহেসেব �খলেব সাফ ফুটবেলর

'চ�া��য়ন বাংলােদশ অনূ� �-১৬ দল।

Generated Questions and Answers

Q1: িফফা অনূ� �-১৬ ফুটবল বাছাইপব � কেব অনু��ত হেব?

A1: ১৬-২০ �সে��র

Q2: �কান তািরেখ সংযু� আরব আিমরাত ঢাকা আসেব?

A2: ১৪ �সে��র

Q3: দল কখন ঢাকা যােব?

A3: আজ দুপুেরর �াইেট

Q4: �কান বছর এিশয়ান ফুটবল চ�া��য়নিশপ অনু��ত হয়?

A4: Impossible to answer

Figure 1: An example of synthetically generated QA
pairs from a given context using our QAG pipeline. For
more examples see Appendix A.

resourced languages that have extensive, publicly-
available QA datasets to satisfy the incredible
training requirements of these models. The sce-
nario for low-resource languages is concerning as
they have seen considerably less progress than
their high-resource counterparts. This is primar-
ily due to a scarcity of labeled data, which can
be attributed to the massive amount of human ef-
fort and time required to create QA datasets. With
a particular focus on the Bengali language for
this work, we found mention of only two relevant
Bengali QA datasets, namely Bengali-SQuAD
(Tahsin Mayeesha et al., 2021) and SQuAD_Bn
(Bhattacharjee et al., 2022a).

One approach that has been explored is
machine-translated datasets from a high-resource
source language to a low-resource target language.
Both Bengali-SQuAD and SQuAD_Bn are exam-
ples of this method. Bengali-SQuAD is a Google

https://github.com/shihabshahriar16/BengaliQAG.git
https://github.com/shihabshahriar16/BengaliQAG.git
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Cloud Translation1 of SQuAD2.0 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018) and SQuAD_Bn augments their translation
of SQuAD2.0 with the Bengali subset of the pop-
ular TyDiQA (Clark et al., 2020) dataset. How-
ever, we note that such datasets often present data
quality issues. Despite being economical in terms
of time and cost, a major issue in this translation-
based approach is that the translated answer does
not represent the correct answer span in the con-
text which results in discarding data samples or
degrading the quality of the datasets.

Question Answer Generation (QAG) is an alter-
native approach proposed to tackle the problem
of a scarcity of QA datasets. QAG is the task
of generating QA pairs consistent with the infor-
mation in a provided context and has garnered
great interest from the NLP communities in both
industry and academia (Zhao et al., 2018). Earlier
QAG models employed regular Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) and their attention-augmented
variants. However, the inability of RNNs to cap-
ture semantic information in long sequences has
pushed work towards the use of transformer-based
architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017). Alberti et al.
(2019) and Chan and Fan (2019) have proven the
effectiveness of these models in generating syn-
thetic QA data that can supplement existing data
to train more robust and accurate QA models.

In this work, we present a Bengali QAG
pipeline that can generate synthetic datasets to mit-
igate the dearth of comprehensive QA datasets in
Bengali. Most efforts in curating QA datasets in
Bengali have so far been limited to translations of
English datasets or have involved a laborious hu-
man annotation process. Our work is the first of
its kind in the Bengali language to explore this
area of research. The QAG pipeline consists of
an answer span extraction model, a question gen-
eration model, and a roundtrip consistency filter-
ing mechanism to produce QA pairs. To train the
pipeline, we translate SQuAD1.1 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016) and SQuAD2.0 and generate two new trans-
lated QA datasets, namely SQuADBangla1.1 and
SQuADBangla2.0. Witnessing its tremendous ca-
pabilities in machine translation as demonstrated
by a 44% BLEU score improvement over the pre-
vious state-of-the-art model, we employ Meta AIs
NLLB (NLLB Team et al., 2022) model to trans-
late the SQuAD datasets in Bengali. We then ap-
ply a novel embedding-based answer alignment al-

1https://cloud.google.com/translate

gorithm to accurately identify answer spans in the
translated contexts, since we identified this as an
issue in existing datasets.

Further, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
QAG pipeline, we introduce BanglaQA, the first
synthetic Bengali QA dataset, comprising more
than 170,000 QA pairs. We use the BARD dataset
(Tanvir Alam and Mofijul Islam, 2018), a col-
lection of scraped Bengali news articles span-
ning five categories, and generate both answerable
and unanswerable QA pairs, following SQuAD2.0.
We present an assessment of the quality of this
dataset via human evaluation on five criteria and
establish baseline performance scores of three dif-
ferent models on it.

The contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as:

• We present the first Bengali QAG pipeline to
produce synthetic QA datasets.

• We introduce two new translated QA
datasets, SQuADBangla1.1 and SQuAD-
Bangla2.0 which we show to be superior to
existing Bengali QA datasets in terms of qual-
ity and quantity.

• We release BanglaQA, the first Bengali syn-
thetic QA dataset, which also validates the ef-
fectiveness of our QAG pipeline.

2 Related Works

Explorations in the field of QA in the Bengali
language began with building factoid-based QA
systems. Banerjee et al. (2014) attempted to
build the first Bengali factoid-based QA system,
BFQA, which was an information retrieval sys-
tem that classified questions, retrieved relevant
sentences, ranked them, and extracted correct an-
swers. Hoque et al. (2015) built BQAS, a bilin-
gual question-answering system that could gen-
erate and answer factoid-based questions from
English and Bengali documents. Islam and
Nurul Huda (2019) also implemented a similar
question-answering system but based it entirely on
time-related questions. However, none of the work
before Tahsin Mayeesha et al. (2021) employed
deep learning techniques on SQuAD-like reading
comprehension datasets in Bengali.

Question Generation (QG) is concerned with
two questions - what to ask and how to ask. The
first part, content selection, was tackled in the past

https://cloud.google.com/translate
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by applying semantic or syntactic parsing of text
sequences to obtain intermediate symbolic repre-
sentations. The second part involves question con-
struction which takes these representations and
converts them to natural language questions either
in a transformation-based or a template-based ap-
proach. (Pan et al., 2019)

The current deep learning frameworks follow
the sequence-to-sequence approach and employ
transformer-based architectures to learn the con-
tent selection via the encoder and the question con-
struction via the decoder. These QG models differ
only in certain factors like answer encoding (for
answer-aware question generation), question word
generation, and paragraph-level contexts. Recent
works have solved the problem of answer encod-
ing by either treating the answers position as an in-
put feature (Zhao et al., 2018), by encoding the an-
swer with a separate RNN (Duan et al., 2017; Kim
et al., 2018), or a mixture of both via transformer-
based architectures (Lee et al., 2020; Alberti et al.,
2019; Chan and Fan, 2019).

BERT models have been used effectively by Al-
berti et al. (2019) to generate synthetic QA pairs.
The authors use three separate BERT models for
the auxiliary tasks of answer extraction, question
generation, and question answering. Coupled with
roundtrip consistency which ensures that noisy
context-question-answer tuples are removed, they
show that QA models that are fully pretrained on
QA datasets as well as synthetic QA pairs out-
perform those that are only fine-tuned on the QA
datasets. Some works have also looked into differ-
ent forms of encoding the answer as an input fea-
ture. Chan and Fan (2019) show that their BERT-
HLSQG model, which highlights the answer span
within the context with special tokens can outper-
form previously suggested RNN and LSTM-based
models.

Lewis et al. (2021) uses a pipeline consist-
ing of four components to generate QA pairs.
For passage selection, the authors fine-tune a
RoBERTa model on known QA datasets to iden-
tify information-rich contexts. Then a BERT-
based model or an NER-based approach is used
to extract plausible answer text spans. Sub-
sequently, a BART model conditioned on the
answer-annotated passage produces relevant ques-
tions. Finally, an existing QA model evaluates the
question-answer compatibility to omit contradic-
tory pairs which they coin as global filtering.

Drawing inspiration from these works in the
English language, we leverage transformer-based
architectures pretrained on Bengali corpora and
build a QAG pipeline to overcome the problem of
QA dataset scarcity. We demonstrate in later sec-
tions that the resulting synthetic QA data is com-
parable to human-annotated QA datasets and can
be used to supplement existing QA datasets.

3 Methodology

In this section, we describe our process of gen-
erating QA pairs in Bengali. In section 3.1, we
describe the process of translating the questions,
answers, and contexts of a QA dataset separately
and then aligning and correcting the answer in the
translated dataset. In section 3.2, we provide an
overview of our QAG pipeline which consists of
an answer span extraction model, a QG model, and
a QA model for ensuring round-trip consistency.

3.1 Translate QA dataset from a
high-resource language

We denote the context as C, the question as Q
and the answer as A. Before translating the con-
text we tokenize the context into individual sen-
tences C = [c1, c2, · · · , cn] using the sentence tok-
enizer from the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
library (Bird et al., 2009). Both SQuAD1.1 and
SQuAD2.0 contain the answer start position for
every answer. We use this position to identify the
context sentence which has the answer, denoting
it as cans. Using the NLLB model, we indepen-
dently translate C, Q and A and denote the trans-
lated context as C ′, the translated question as Q′,
and the translated answer as A′. We map cans to
its corresponding sentence in C ′ and call it c′ans.

3.2 Answer span alignment and correction

Following translation, we find the correct answer
span in c′ans using an alignment algorithm. We
first tokenize c′ans and the answer A′ using the
UToken2 tokenizer. We choose this tokenizer
over existing Bengali word tokenizers since it
comes paired with a detokenizer that helps greatly
with the reconstruction of the sentence after the
alignment process. For each of n tokens in
c′ans = [c′a1, c

′
a2, · · · , c′an] and m tokens in A′ =

[a′1, a
′
2, · · · , a′m], we find the corresponding vec-

tor representations using fastText3 word represen-

2https://github.com/uhermjakob/utoken
3https://fasttext.cc/

https://github.com/uhermjakob/utoken
https://fasttext.cc/
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Such genes are typically shorter and simpler in structure than most
eukaryotic genes, with few if any introns.

এই ধরেনর �জন সাধারণত �বিশরভাগ ইউকািরয়ট �জেনর ত�লনায় সংি�� এবং সহজ কাঠােমার হয়, যিদ �কানও থােক তেব খুব কম ইন�ন থােক।

কাঠােমা সহজ

simpler in structure

কাঠােমা সহজ

θ2 θ2

How do the lengths of orphan genes compare to most eukaryotic genes?  NLLB

এই ধরেনর �জন সাধারণত �বিশরভাগ ইউকািরয়ট �জেনর ত�লনায় সংি�� এবং সহজ কাঠােমার
হয়, যিদ �কানও থােক তেব খুব কম ইন�ন থােক। 

অনাথ �জেনর �দঘ �� অিধকাংশ ইউকািরয়ট �জেনর সােথ ত�লনা করেল �কমন হয়?

কাঠােমা সহজ

C'

Q'

A'

A'

A''

Train

Given C', A'' Generate Q'

Train

Given C' Generate A''Given C', Q' Find A''

Input

New
Context

Cx

Cx Qy Ay

Question-Answer Generation Model

Answer Alignment and Correction

Translation

Alignment Score = (θ1 + θ2)/ 2 
where, θ = Cosine SimilarityAnswer Tokens 

No. of tokens n(A') = 2

Window in context 
No. of tokens = n(A')

Context
Question
Answer
Translated Context
Translated Question
Translated Answer
fastText word embeddings 
Cosine Similarity
Corrected and aligned answer
New/Input context
Selected answer
Generated question
Answer given by QA model

C
Q

A

C'
Q'

A'

A''
Cx
Ay

Qy

Ay'

θ2

C

Q

A

এই ধরেনর �জন সাধারণত �বিশরভাগ ইউকািরয়ট �জেনর ত�লনায় সংি�� এবং সহজ কাঠােমার হয় , যিদ �কানও থােক তেব খুব কম ইন�ন থােক ।

Answer Span
Extraction Model

Question Answering
Model

Question Generation
Model

BanglaT5BanglaT5BanglaBERT

OutputAyInputInput Qy Output

Cx

Ay

Cx

Ouput

CHECK IF 
Equals (Ay, Ay')

Ay

Ay'
Input

Roundtrip Consistency 
Filtering

Train

Figure 2: Conceptual diagram outlining the translation and answer alignment processes to generate the translated
datasets, as well as the QAG pipeline consisting of the answer span extraction model, the question generation
model, and the roundtrip consistency filtering mechanism.

tation model. In fastText word embeddings, a vec-
tor representation is associated with each character
n-gram of a word. This allows us to identify sim-
ilar words written differently in different contexts
such as in "সঙ্গীত িশে র" and "সঙ্গীত িশ ". In each of
these sentences the word "িশ " is used differently.
For each window of m tokens in c′ans, we compute
the similarity using an alignment score, S, with the
answer tokens using the following formula:

S =

∑i+m
k=i θ(c′ak, a

′
k)

m

where i is the starting position of the window and
θ is the function for cosine similarity.

The window of m tokens in c′ans which results
in the maximum alignment score is selected as the
correct answer span A′′. The m tokens are then
detokonized using the same tokenizer to find the
answer span starting character index in c′ans.

In some cases, the correct span in c′ans has one
or two more tokens than the number of tokens in
A′. For example, the answer A, to a question
in SQuAD2.0 is "99" which, translated to A′, is
"৯৯ ডলার". However, we find a 3-token sequence
"৯৯ মািকর্ ন ডলার" in c′ans to be the most appropriate
match. To account for these cases, we also run the
algorithm for window sizes of m+ 1 and m+ 2.

We also find, sometimes, the correct span in
c′ans has a different ordering of tokens than A′.
Such as one answer in SQuAD2.0 is translated as

"১২ েসে র, ২০০৬" whereas the correct span in c′ans
is found as "২০০৬ সােলর ১২ েসে র". To alleviate
this problem we calculate the alignment score for
all permutations of A′ for a window and the maxi-
mum among them is taken as the alignment score
for that window.

If Smax is less than a specified Sthreshold, we
back-translate each of the tokens of A′ and c′ans
separately to English. The back translation gives
the tokens A′

b = [a′b1, a
′
b2, · · · , a′bm] and c′b =

[c′b1, c
′
b2, ...c

′
bn] from A′ and c′ans respectively. An

answer span is again selected using the same algo-
rithm. If the new alignment score is greater than
the previous alignment score by a specified δ, we
select the new answer span tokens from c′ans. A
higher threshold and delta lead to a stricter align-
ment and hence more accurately translated QA
pairs, but also generated more noise while a lower
threshold and delta sacrificed some accuracy for
reduced noise. Based on our experiments, we find
that selecting a value of 0.6 for Sthreshold and 0.05
for δ provides a fair trade-off between accuracy
and noise.

3.3 Question-answer generation with
roundtrip consistency

The translated dataset, consisting of contexts
denoted as C ′, questions denoted as Q′ and
correctly aligned answers denoted as A′′, is used
to train our proposed QAG pipeline. This pipeline
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consists of three key elements described below:

Answer span extraction model: We formulate
the problem of identifying possible answer spans
for question-answer pairs as a token classification
problem4. However, modifying our translated
dataset to a token classification problem dataset
would require careful tokenization and labeling
of each token in the context of whether they can
be possible answer spans. To avoid such rigorous
modification and labeling we fine-tune BanglaT5
(Bhattacharjee et al., 2022b) in a conditional
generation setting where the model receives the
context sentence containing the answer c′ans as
the input text and the answer A′′ as the target text.
During inference, the model receives as input a
context Cx and outputs an answer span Ay. The
two are passed along to the question generation
model.

Question generation model: The question gen-
eration model is used to generate questions based
on the given context and an answer span from the
context. For our synthetic datasets, we generate
both answerable and unanswerable questions fol-
lowing the format of SQuAD2.0. For both, we use
BanglaT5 in a conditional generation setting.

• For answerable questions, the model is fine-
tuned to receive as input c′ans as well as the
answer A′′, denoted as X1, and output the
question Q′. Since SQuAD1.1 has only an-
swerable questions, we use our translation of
SQuAD1.1 for fine-tuning in this case.

X1 = [c′ans < /sep > A′′ < /s >]

• For unanswerable questions, the model is
fine-tuned to receive as input c′ans and
“impossible” keyword in place of A′′, de-
noted as X2, and output the question Q′. Dur-
ing training, we select only unanswerable Q′

from our translation of SQuAD2.0.

X2 = [c′ans < /sep > impossible < /s >]

During inference, the model outputs Qy given Cx

and Ay. In the case of unanswerable questions,
Ay is replaced with “impossible”.

4https://huggingface.co/tasks/
token-classification

Roundtrip consistency filtering: In accordance
with the work of Alberti et al. (2019), we adapt the
roundtrip consistency filtering mechanism to dis-
card QA pairs that are inconsistent. We fine-tune
BanglaBert (Bhattacharjee et al., 2022a) on our
translated datasets with the question-answering ob-
jective. During inference, this model receives Cx

and Qy from the output of the question genera-
tion model and identifies an answer span A′

y in
Cx. We then compare Ay and A′

y and retain the
QA pair if they are exactly similar to one another.
In the case of unanswerable questions, if the QA
model outputs an empty string and Ay is found to
be “impossible”, the QA pair is considered con-
sistent.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets
SQuAD1.1 and SQuAD2.0: We use transla-
tions of popular question-answering datasets,
SQuAD1.1 and SQuAD2.0 for training our QAG
pipeline. SQuAD1.1 consists of paragraphs from
Wikipedia5 and crowdsourced question-answer
pairs. There are 536 paragraphs divided into
23,215 contexts and 107,785 question-answer
pairs in the dataset. The answers are a span of
tokens or words within the texts. Since the ques-
tions are crowdsourced there is a diverse range of
questions in the datasets. SQuAD2.0 adds over
50,000 unanswerable questions to the SQuAD1.1
dataset. Since the test sets of the SQuAD are
not public, we only use the translations of the
train and validation sets to produce SQuAD-
Bangla1.1 and SQuADBangla2.0 after correcting
the alignment of the answers and filtering out
question-answer pairs with low alignment scores.
For SQuADBangla1.1, we use the validation set
of the original SQuAD1.1 as the test set, the first
400 paragraphs of the SQuAD1.1’s train set as
the train set, and the remaining 42 paragraphs of
SQuAD1.1’s train set as the validation set. We
follow the same technique to produce the train,
validation and test sets for SQuADBangla2.0.

Bengali-SQuAD: Tahsin Mayeesha et al. (2021)
used the Google Cloud Translation API to
translate 294 paragraphs from SQuAD2.0 to
produce the translated dataset Bengali-SQuAD.
The authors use random splitting to choose 235
paragraphs with 73,812 QA pairs as the training

5https://www.wikipedia.org/

https://huggingface.co/tasks/token-classification
https://huggingface.co/tasks/token-classification
https://www.wikipedia.org/
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set and the remaining 59 paragraphs with 17,607
QA pairs as the validation set. For the test set, they
collected Bengali Wikipedia articles and made
300 QA pairs which they did not make publicly
available. For our purpose of comparison, we
use the validation set of Bengali-SQuAD as the
test set and split the train set to use the first 200
articles as training data and the rest as validation
data.

SQuAD_Bn: SQuAD_Bn was presented by
Bhattacharjee et al. (2022a) combining translated
SQuAD2.0 and the Bengali portion of TyDiQA as
part of a natural language understanding bench-
mark in Bengali. The authors use the translations
of both the train and validation sets of SQuAD2.0
as the train set of SQuAD_Bn and use the Bengali
portion of TyDiQA as validation and test sets.
The train set of SQuAD_Bn consists of 477
paragraphs with 118,117 QA pairs. The validation
set has 1,221 paragraphs with only 2,502 QA
pairs and the test set has 1,282 paragraphs with
only 2,504 QA pairs.

BARD: Tanvir Alam and Mofijul Islam (2018)
present BARD, a Bengali article classification
dataset, in their work on the task of document clas-
sification in Bengali. BARD consists of around
376,226 articles collected from different Bengali
news portals. The authors consider only the news
articles that fall within five categories: state, inter-
national, economy, entertainment, and sports. We
use a subset of the BARD dataset’s articles to gen-
erate QA pairs for BanglaQA, our synthetic QA
dataset.

4.2 Implementation Detail

We use the Hugging Face6 implementation
and pretrained checkpoints from the Hugging
Face library for all required models except
for fastText word vector model. For transla-
tion, we use the checkpoint "facebook/nllb-200-
3.3B" with 3.3 billion parameters from the Hug-
ging Face library. For fastText word embed-
dings, we use the pretrained word vector model
for Bengali, trained on Common Crawl7 and
Wikipedia. For back-translation, we use the "cse-
buetnlp/banglat5_nmt_bn_en" model checkpoint.
To train our answer span extraction model, we

6https://huggingface.co
7https://commoncrawl.org

use the model checkpoint "csebuetnlp/banglat5"
with 247 million parameters. We fine-tune
the answer span extraction model for 3 epochs
with a batch size of 8, a learning rate of 3e-
5, max length of input text 128, and a max
length of output text 30. This required around
3 GPU training hours. For our QA models, we
use the pretrained model checkpoints "bert-base-
multilingual-uncased", "xlm-roberta-base" and
"csebuetnlp/banglabert" with 180, 270, and 110
million parameters respectively. We fine-tune 3
epochs with a batch size of 16 and a learning
rate of 2e-5. This required around 2 GPU train-
ing hours. For each dataset, we fine-tune the
QA models only once to reduce the carbon foot-
print. For QG, we use the model checkpoint "cse-
buetnlp/banglat5" which is fine-tuned for 3 epochs
with a learning rate of 2e-4 and a batch size of 16.
This takes around 2 to 3 GPU hours. The max in-
put length for QG is taken to be 512 and the max
output length is taken to be 64. We use an Nvidia
GeForce RTX3090 GPU with 24 GB VRAM for
all our experiments.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

In accordance with prior literature, we use the
EM and F1 scores to establish a benchmark of
baseline scores on our synthetically generated QA
dataset. We also quantitatively assess our trans-
lated datasets by fine-tuning QA models on them
and evaluating them on other test sets.

To assess the quality of our synthetic dataset, we
choose five different criteria as outlined below:

• Grammatical accuracy: We consider a QA
pair to be grammatically accurate only if the
question and the answer both had no gram-
matical errors.

• Relevance to context: If the question is
based on the context and the answer can be
derived from the context, the QA pair is con-
sidered relevant. We discard unanswerable
questions for this criterion since they are im-
possible to answer from the information in
the context.

• Consistency of QA pairs: We consider a QA
pair to be consistent if the answer span actu-
ally answers the question. Unanswerable QA
pairs are deemed to be consistent if there are
no answers to them.

https://huggingface.co
https://commoncrawl.org
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Train Datasets Test Datasets
SQuADBangla1.1 SQuADBangla2.0 Bengali-SQuAD SQuAD_Bn

mBERT
SQuADBangla1.1 54.57/70.65 27.42/35.18 13.30/25.18 56.07/63.17
SQuADBangla2.0 54.39/70.11 59.47/63.76 44.61/52.87 66.05/71.74
Bengali-SQuAD 7.74/47.84 46.05/54.01 48.81/54.37 53.15/61.71
SQuAD_Bn 46.79/64.68 60.55/65.73 42.89/51.37 67.05/70.02

XLM-RoBERTa
SQuADBangla1.1 58.18/73.73 27.52/35.24 10.86/23.21 45.25/52.62
SQuADBangla2.0 57.40/73.01 60.23/64.90 42.87/51.66 65.69/72.07
Bengali-SQuAD 7.96/49.98 43.43/53.42 46.88/53.55 53.71/62.45
SQuAD_Bn 47.95/66.09 60.67/66.26 43.04/51.50 67.75/73.13

BanglaBERT
SQuADBangla1.1 62.69/78.09 29.32/36.82 11.26/24.24 31.31/38.29
SQuADBangla2.0 62.18/77.87 65.08/71.05 42.10/53.15 69.81/75.38
Bengali-SQuAD 12.28/57.84 44.02/58.02 42.92/53.35 53.35/67.87
SQuAD_Bn 56.33/73.78 67.53/74.47 41.30/52.30 70.69/76.79

Table 1: Benchmark scores of different models fine-tuned and tested on different datasets. The scores emphasized
in bold in every column are the top 2 EM/F1 scores for that particular dataset in our experiments.

• Conciseness of answers: An answer span is
considered concise if it contained no words
or characters beyond the actual answer to the
question. Unanswerable questions are dis-
carded for this criterion since they have no
answer to assess.

• Diversity of questions: To quantify diversity,
we opt for a binary mark of 1 or 0. We ask as-
sessors at the end of each article whether the
questions for that article are diverse in nature
spanning different question types like "why",
"where", "how", "who", "when" etc.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Translated datasets
A comparison of different translated QA datasets
along with SQuADBangla1.1 and SQuAD-
Bangla2.0 is shown in Table 1.

Of all three models assessed, we found
BanglaBERT to significantly outperform the other
two, XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020)
and mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019). This is
because XLM-RoBERTa and mBERT are both
multilingual language models trained on huge
corpora comprising multiple languages, whereas
BanglaBERT is trained on specifically Bengali cor-
pora.

Aligned with this, we find that fine-tuning
BanglaBERT on SQuADBangla2.0 results in con-
sistently good performances on all datasets. On
SQuAD_Bn, this combination posts an EM of

69.81 and an F1 score of 75.38 and on SQuAD-
Bangla1.1, it scores 62.18 EM and 77.87 F1. Test-
ing this combinations performance on SQuAD-
Bangla2.0 itself, we find an EM of 65.08 and an F1
score of 71.05. Fine-tuning on SQuADBangla2.0
yields consistently high performance across all
datasets, establishing SQuADBangla2.0 as a ro-
bust and comprehensive Bengali QA dataset. We
observe the lowest EM and F1 scores with Bengali-
SQuAD and attribute it to discrepancies in the
translation and answer span marking, as identi-
fied previously. The highest EM and F1 scores
posted on Bengali-SQuAD are 48.81 and 54.37
respectively by mBERT fine-tuned on Bengali-
SQuAD itself. Even so, fine-tuning mBERT and
XLM-RoBERTa on SQuADBangla2.0 results in
comparable performance at 44.61 EM and 52.87
F1 and 42.87 EM and 51.66 F1 respectively for
each model. We also find that models fine-tuned
on SQuADBangla1.1 do not perform well on
other datasets. This is primarily because SQuAD-
Bangla1.1 does not consist of unanswerable ques-
tions.

5.2 Synthetic dataset: BanglaQA

In order to assess the performance of our QAG
pipeline on native Bengali text, we use the pipeline
on the BARD dataset, a collection of news articles
written by native Bengali speakers scraped from
trusted, popular online news portals, to generate
our synthetic QA dataset, BanglaQA. The distribu-
tion of articles from each of the five categories to
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Categories Articles QA
Pairs

Unanswerable
Questions

State 3090 29901 5910
Economy 2660 24964 4903
International 3530 38782 7778
Sports 3308 40731 8299
Entertainment 3409 43634 8941
Total 15997 178012 35831

Table 2: Distribution of news categories in the articles
and QA data in BanglaQA.

use as contexts and the number of QA pairs under
each category is shown in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the distribution of articles and
QA pairs for our train, validation, and test sets.
We retained 80% of the dataset for our training set
resulting in 142,536 QA pairs across 12,797 arti-
cles. Of the remainder, 10% was allocated to the
validation set, resulting in 17,861 QA pairs across
1,600 articles, and 10% to the test set, resulting in
17,615 QA pairs across 1,600 articles. BanglaQA
has more than 170,000 QA pairs in total whereas
the previously available datasets Bengali-SQuAD
and SQuAD_Bn have roughly 90,000 QA pairs
and 123,000 QA pairs respectively.

Set Articles QA Pairs Unanswerable
Questions

Train 12797 142536 28720
Validation 1600 17861 3576
Test 1600 17615 3535
Total 15997 178012 35831

Table 3: Statistics of BanglaQA train, validation, and
test sets.

We extracted a random sampling of 2,100 QA
pairs across 204 articles and asked a group of
seven university students with a firm grasp of Ben-
gali to assess them as per the criteria. Each student
assessed 300 QA pairs. The summary of results is
presented in Table 4. BanglaQA achieves a human-
evaluated score of 98% in terms of grammatical
accuracy. We attribute this to the syntactical accu-
racy of the translated SQuADBangla datasets that
we used to train the QAG pipeline as well as the
BARD dataset that we took the articles from. The
QA pairs in BanglaQA are also mostly relevant to
the context and consistent within themselves.

Acknowledging the general scarcity of human-
annotated Bengali QA data, we show the use of
BanglaQA as a standalone synthetic dataset. To
that end, we provide a benchmark of baseline

Criteria Score
Grammatical accuracy 98%
Relevance to context 97%
Consistency of QA pairs 96%
Conciseness of answers 88%
Diversity of questions 64%

Table 4: Results of human evaluation of BanglaQA’s
quality on five different metrics.

scores on BanglaQA. We show the performance
of mBERT, XLM-RoBERTa, and BanglaBERT on
BanglaQA in Table 5. Consistent with the fact
that BanglaBERT is the only language model pre-
trained on a solely Bengali corpus of the 3 mod-
els tested, it performs the best scoring 75.70 EM
points and 86.14 F1. Furthermore, we examine
the performance of models trained on BanglaQA
on the test set of the SQuAD_Bn dataset. This par-
ticular test set is derived from the Bengali section
of TyDiQA, which provides a human-annotated
benchmark for evaluating model performance.

Model BanglaQA SQuAD_Bn
EM/F1 EM/F1

mBERT 68.70/78.01 57.03/61.51
XLMRoBERTa 74.18/84.58 57.59/64.17
BanglaBERT 75.70/86.14 57.74/65.41

Table 5: Benchmark scores of different models trained
on BanglaQA

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Prior research on QA for the Bengali language
has been significantly hindered by a lack of large-
scale Bengali QA datasets. Given the laborious
nature of human annotation, the only solution
explored so far has involved machine-translated
versions of popular QA datasets. In this work,
we propose an alternative approach through a
QAG pipeline tailored for Bengali and demon-
strate its effectiveness by generating the synthetic
BanglaQA dataset. We also produce two empiri-
cally better translated datasets, SQuADBangla1.1
and SQuADBangla2.0, to train our QAG pipeline.
Further, we assess the quality of BanglaQA by
human evaluation on five different metrics and
establish it as a benchmark Bengali QA dataset,
reporting the baseline performance of three dif-
ferent QA models on it. The BanglaQA dataset
should provide new opportunities to develop and
evaluate Bengali QA systems, helping address the
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shortage of training data. Future work on ex-
tending these QA generation techniques to addi-
tional tasks such as logical reasoning and multi-
hop QA may further advance the capabilities of
Bengali QA. We hope the BanglaQA dataset and
the QAG framework presented here will inspire
continued research into QA for other low-resource
languages.

Limitations

Noting that this is the first work of its kind in the
Bengali language, our work is not without its lim-
itations. While the NLLB model achieves state-
of-the-art English-to-Bengali performance, we ac-
knowledge the possibility of residual errors in the
translation and alignment of the translated SQuAD
dataset. However, the results in Table 1 demon-
strate that models trained on our SQuAD-Bangla
datasets achieve strong performance when evalu-
ated on other datasets. Furthermore, the QAG
pipeline is given human-written Bengali text as
input contexts and the QA pairs are synthetically
generated from them without any further need
for translation or alignment. Given the relatively
high human evaluation scores for our BanglaQA
dataset, we deduce these errors minimally impact
the quality of the generated QA pairs.

Our method for answer span extraction in the
QAG pipeline is not suited for multi-hop QA and
deeper logical reasoning, which have garnered
great interest recently, resulting in datasets like
HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) and NarrativeQA
(Kočiský et al., 2018). The answer spans extracted
are from text sequences exactly as they are present
in the contexts and the generated questions reflect
this in their nature.

The embedding-based alignment algorithm that
we used to identify the answer spans post-
translation may not work as is for other lan-
guages because of syntactic and semantic differ-
ences. However, the principle should be easily
adaptable to these languages as well.

Ethical Considerations

In compliance with the Copyright Act, 20088,
Bangladesh, we are publicly releasing all the trans-
lated and synthetic datasets generated as a result of
this work. There are also no concerns about copy-
right infringement issues since all of the datasets

8http://bdlaws.minlaw.gov.bd/act-details-846.
html

that we use are already publicly available for non-
commercial research usage.

In appreciation of their efforts in assessing the
quality of BanglaQA, the seven students we se-
lected for human evaluation were given appropri-
ate remunerations at standard rates.

BanglaQA being a synthetic dataset based on
Bengali news articles may also be prone to neg-
ative bias. This is because news articles may of-
ten highlight negative incidents, political biases,
and certain stereotypes. This is not a serious issue
since it is very specific to the domain of news ar-
ticles, which, by nature, revolve around such con-
tent. However, we can not guarantee that there will
not be any serious biases from synthetic datasets
generated by this work since this is heavily depen-
dent on the choice of source contexts.
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Context: তাঁর পিরবেতর্ 'মারদািন' ছিবর অিভেনতা তািহর রাজ ভািসনেক েনওয়া হেব বেলও েশানা যাি ল।
Question: মারদািন" ছিবর অিভেনতা েক িছেলন?
Answer: তািহর রাজ ভািসনেক
Context: গত কাযর্িদবেস েমাট েলনেদেনর পিরমাণ িছল ৩৪ েকািট ৫৬ লাখ টাকা।
Question: গত কাযর্িদবেস েমাট েলনেদেনর পিরমাণ কত িছল?
Answer: ৩৪ েকািট ৫৬ লাখ টাকা
Context: িফিলপাইেনর রাজধানী ময্ািনলা েথেক এ েঘাষণা েদওয়া হেয়েছ।
Question: িফিলপাইেনর রাজধানী িক?
Answer: ময্ািনলা
Context: তখন েভা ােক িনেজর নাম, িঠকানা ও ইউিনক েকাডিট উে খ কের িতনিট ে র উ র িদেত হেব।
Question: েভা ােক তার নাম, িঠকানা এবং ইউিনক েকাড উে খ কের িক করেত হেব?
Answer: িতনিট ে র উ র িদেত হেব
Context: ৈবদযু্িতক শটর্ সািকর্ ট েথেক এ অি কাে র সূ পাত হেয়েছ বেল িনি ত হওয়া েগেছ।
Question: েকান কারেণ এই আগুেনর সূ পাত হেয়িছল বেল জানা েগেছ?
Answer: ৈবদযু্িতক শটর্ সািকর্ ট
Context: েছাটেদর মািসক সামিয়কী িকেশার আেলার জ বািষর্কী উপলেক্ষ ওই েমলার আেয়াজন করা হেয়েছ।
Question: েকান পি কার জ িদন উপলেক্ষ এই েমলা অনুি ত হয়?
Answer: িকেশার আেলার

Context: রাজধানীর েতজগাঁওেয় গতকাল বুধবার িবএসিটআইেয়র ধান কাযর্ালেয় এ চারিট িত ােনর িতিনিধর কােছ
সনদ হ া র কেরন িত ানিটর মহাপিরচালক ইকরামুল হক।

Question: িবএসিটআই এর ধান েক িছেলন?
Answer: ইকরামুল হক
Context: এঁেদর মেধয্ মুি য়া মুরািলধরন ও েশন ওয়ােনর্র উইেকটসংখয্া হাজােরর ওপর।
Question: েকান দইুজন েখেলায়াড় ১০০০ এর েবিশ উইেকট িনেয়েছন?
Answer: মুি য়া মুরািলধরন ও েশন ওয়ােনর্র
Context: আর িকউবার িতিনিধদলিটর েনতৃে েদশিটর পররা ম ণালেয়র যু রা িবষয়ক পিরচালক েহােসিফনা িভদাল।
Question: িকউবার পররা ম ণালেয়র যু রা িবষয়ক পিরচালক েক িছেলন?
Answer: েহােসিফনা িভদাল
Context: েকননা, বাংলােদেশর যত র ািন হয়, এর ৫০ শতাংেশর মেতা ইউেরাপীয় ইউিনয়েন হয়।
Question: কত শতাংশ র ািন ইউেরাপীয় ইউিনয়েন হয়?
Answer: ৫০ শতাংেশর

Context: এ সময় তাঁর সেঙ্গ িছেলন েজলা শাসক েমা. েসিলম েরজা, েবারহানউি ন উপেজলা পিরষেদর েচয়ারময্ান
েমাহা াতজান েচৗধুরী, পি মা লীয় িবদযু্� িবতরণ েকা ািনর বয্ব াপনা পিরচালক সেরায়ার েহােসন মুখ।

Question: েজলা শাসক েক িছেলন?
Answer: েমা. েসিলম েরজা

Context: ািজেলর েনা েসােরেসর সেঙ্গ জুিট েবেঁধ ভারতীয় েটিনস তারকা িজেতেছন থমবােরর মেতা ইউএস ওেপেনর
একটা িশেরাপা।

Question: েক ভারতীয় েটিনস তারকােক ইউএস ওেপেনর িশেরাপা িজতেত সাহাযয্ কেরেছ?
Answer: েনা েসােরেসর

Table 6: Examples from BanglaQA. Only the portion of the context containing the answer span is shown for each
example.


